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Abstract

As the IC pattern resolutions tend 10 become smaller the layout geometry plays a more important
role in IC yield. The probability that a chip will fail is directly related to the way that the IC
artwork is laid out. By examining the possible places where catastrophic defects may occur one
can prevent potential faults, and thus estimate the reliability of the design. Rrealistic yield
simulation tools must consider the specific layout. It is, therefore, ideal a CAE tool that
automatically explores and predicts the layout reliability for real environmentai conditions
prevailing in the manufacturing line. We present a system capable of interactively finding the
critical areas for shorts and breaks, the sensitivity, and the yield of the IC artwork,for any range
of defect sizes. The implementation is based on a simple scanline algorithm and performs only
one layout extraction for any span of defect sizes
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1. INTRODUCTION.
Traditional layout verification is the task of validating the design rules imposed by the technological
process, i.e. verifying the width of patterns, the space between them, etc. Under this approach, external
sources that can lead to incorrect layouts are in most of the cases not taken into account. These external
sources manifest themselves in the form of "layout contaminants", i.e. undesired dust particles that
drastically change the shape of a pattern, and as a result the affected region is said to be a "defect" in the
layout. Nowadays the significance of these defects is crucial to the successful manufacturing of the chip
in spite of a precise control of the line features.
As the processes tend to mature and to advance to smaller resolution features other forms of layolll
verfication become imperative. One such form of verification is to foresee the artwork endurance in real
manufacturing environments and a mean to achieve this is by finding the critical areas where a short or a
break can happen in the layout. Critical areas have a lot of potential due to the ease of predicting the IC
artwork yield [1). Evidence exists [2) that there are programs for computing them, however, they have
not been reported in the literature. Also due to the complexity of the layouts, several authors prefer to
derive equivalent layouts to simplify the problem, as is the case of the concept of "virtual layouts"
introduced in [7) and the one of "equivalent layouts" in [8).
It is desirable that a layout sensitivity extractor finds the critical areas for several defect sizes at the time.
Otherwise the system can be impractical from the efficiency point of view since each extraction costs
the designer's time not to mention the computational resources involved. Moreover, one is usually
interested in a range of defect sizes and not in solely one.
Up to now it was possible to find the critical areas for complex layouts using a statistical Monte Carlo
simulation, and, analytical methodologies were restricted only to very regular and simple layouts. We
present a layout verifier capable of identifying the critical areas in complex layouts. Unlikely to Monte
Carlo approaches our methodology is based purely on the geometry of the patterns. The implementation
is based on a scan line algorithm and performs only one layout extraction for any span of defect sizes.
The extraction of critical areas fomls part of a large system for IC layout yield estimation. The system
has capabilities to display the critical regions onscreen, and provides facilities such as: the computation
of the layout sensitivity, a flexible defect size distribution that can easily be fit to real manufacturing
conditions, the computation of the layout probability of failure for a given defect size distribution, and
the prediction of the artwork yield for any span of defect sizes.
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2. SENSITIVE AREAS.
It is convenient to examine briefly the nature of defects and their impact in the les. An Ie layer is a
piece of solid state surface in the wafer, usually shaped by one or more masks. Each pattern in the layer
has a set of properties such as the mask-layer shape matching, the integrity of the pattern, its thickness
in the layer, etc. Non desirable physical agents introduce changes in the structure of a group of patterns
and as a result the properties of these patterns are different from the initial ones. These changes are
known as defects. For our purposes, a defect is any deviation in the shape of the Ie layer from its
corresponding layout mask. For instance the absence of a piece of mask can represent the absence or
presence of a certain spot of material in a specific layer. Defects can introduce faults. A fault is any
deviation from the expected behaviour of the Ie. Some faults are fatal, such as stuck-at outputs or dcpath changes in the topology of the circuit, other fonns are just perfonnance failures like undesirable
delays. In our study we concentrate on spot defects that cause catastrophic faults[17].
The layout is the union of geometrical structures with an electrical meaning, i.e. a via, a transistor, a
wire, etc. Depending upon the structure, the patterns in each mask have a significance other than simple
conductores, i.e. a poly pattern over a diffusion pattern fonn a transistor. Therefore we distinguish two
kinds of critical areas [6]: I) "Pattern Sensitive Area" is the area where the center of a defect must fall to
cause a fault to the pattern, such as breaking it or joining it with another pattern. 2) "Structure Sensitive
Area", on the other hand, is the area where the center of a defect must be situated in order to introduce a
fault to a complete electrical structure, like a transistor, a via, etc.
For layout verification purposes the first kind of sensitive areas are of interest. Notice that these critical
areas are more concerned with the layout rather than with the electrical circuit. The fault models
considered are only two, namely:
the bridge ( undesired joined patterns)
the cut ( undesired broken patterns)
In our approach we find the critical areas per mask, thus no interdependance between masks is
considered. It is difficult to model the shape of defects since in reality they are rough-edged splotches.
Hence, modeling defects as squares provides a solution that is sufficiently correct, besides that the
algorithms become much faster and simpler.
2.1 PATTERN SENSITIVE AREA FOR BRIDGES
Under the pattern approach all the patterns are considered as interconnectors and a fault appears only
when nonequipotential regions are joined together. Fig. 1 shows the case of two single conductive lines,
each of width w, length L and space s between them, with L>s. Assume that an extra spot of material
occurs between the two conductors, if the size of this defect is such that x >s the critical area can be
expressed as:
Aps

= WpsLps

(I)

where
Wps=x-s
Lps = L + x
W ps and Lps represent the critical width and length of the critical area, respectively. The end effects of

the defect are also accounted in the length of the critical area.
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Figure 1. Pauem sensitive area for shorts

2.2 PATTERN SENSITIVE AREA FOR CUTS
A cut appears when an equipotential region is fragmented into two or more nonequipotential pattems.
Fig. 2 represents a single conductor of widht wand length L, with L>w. Assume that a defect in the
form of missing material occurs. If the size is such that x >w the critical area can be modelled as:

(2)
where
11"/,11 = X - w
LpJI = L + X

lVp/I and LpB represent the width and length of the critical area respectively. The end effects are also

consida in the length of the critical area.

x/2
w

x/2

x/2

Figure 2. Pattern sensitive area for breaks

hl + x/2 = w
h + x/2 = w
Z

wpB

= w - (h

LpB

=

1 + h2 )
L + 2(x/2)

The problem of dealing with lose patterns is that the flow of the current must be known in order to
decide if the pattern is fragmented in nonequipotential regions. A brief example helps to visualize this.
,\ s,,"nc that we have a pattern of length II and width 2a, as shown in Fig. 3a. If the current is injected at
the kft side or the pattern and received at the right side, then a defect of size x, such that a<x<2a, will
nt>t introduce a fault even if it completely cuts the pattern in the vertical direction. The reason why is
hC'L:lII\e there is still continuity hetween the tenninals where the current is injected and where it is
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expected to arrive. In this case only defects of size x>2a can introduce a fault, and, the critical areas
would be in the horizontal direction as depictured in Fig. 3b. Assume now that the current is injected at
the top and received at the bottom of the pattern. For this situation defects of size x >a are fatal because
the pattern can be broken in two nonequipotential regions if the defect is situated anywhere along the
critical area depictured in Fig. 3c.

Ca)

Cb)

(e)

Figure 3. Two different critical areas. (a) a single conductor. (b) Critical area if the current is applied
at the left or right side of the pattern. (c) Critical area when the current is applied at the top or
bottom of the pattern.
We denote the terminals where the current is applied as senders and the terminals that the current has to
reach as receivers. These terminals play an important role in our solution to the problem of finding the
critical areas, as it will be seen later.
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3. FINDING THE LA YOUT CRITICAL AREAS.
A great deal of computational efforts can be saved if the critical areas are found geometrically rather
than analytically. Under the geometrical approach [12,13], the critical areas for bridges are found by
expanding each pattern by an amount equal to half of the defect size, and then by comparing if the
expansions intersect. If so, then the amount of intersection corresponds to the critical area between the
patterns, see Fig. 4a. In the case of critical areas for cuts, every pattern is shrinked by half of the defect
size, and a critical area is established only when the shrinked edges intersect each other, see Fig. 4b.

defect

(a )

( b )

Figure 4. Forming the critical areas geometrically by modifying the edges of the patterns.(a)Bridges.
(b) Cuts.
The simplest way to extract the critical areas for bridges is to compare a pattern against all the other
patterns but this is computationally prohibitive. Also, the expansion of the patterns implies that a layout
extraction has to be executed for each defect size. For the areas sensitive to cuts the problem is simpler
since no neighbour patterns are necessary. Hence the problem is reduced to shrink the patterns and to
search for intersections among them, like corners or overlaps.
Our algorithm is based on the geometrical approach explained above. However, instead of proceeding
directly to establish the critical areas we determine first the regions where a defect of any size can cause
a fault. Namely, these regions are the empty spaces between patterns, for the case of bridges, and the
patterns themselves, for the case of cuts. This results in a single layout extraction for any defect size.
Furthermore, for bridges it is no longer necessary to compare the patterns among each other since the
places where defects can cause faults are the empty spaces. Therefore the problem is reduced to
determine the extent of the critical area from these regions according to the defect size.
For terminology purposes, we denote the former regions as susceptible sites for bridges, and the latter
ones as sllsceptible sites for cuts.
We outline now the steps involved in the extraction of critical areas and later we describe them into
more detail. These steps are mainly a layout extraction to obtain the susceptible sites, the creation of
critical regions from the susceptible sites, and the computation of the critical areas themselves.
Step O.

Select the layout mask to be analysed. Convert the rectangles to polygons. Assign unique
identification numbers to the polygons. Decompose the polygons to line segments. Save these
line segments for further processing.

Step I.

Extract all the susceptible sites for bridges and cuts from the pre-processed mask and store
them in two different data structures, one for bridges and one for cuts. We denote these data
structures as "susceptible structures".
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Step 2.

For every defect size traverse the "susceptible" structure in order to obtain the coordinates of
the corresponding critical area. These coordinates delineate the boundary of the critical area.
The coordinates of areas sensitive to bridges are obtained by shrinking the related susceptible
sites as if we were dealing with a cut except that in this case the coordinates belong in fact to
the critical area for a bridge between the patterns, see Fig. 5. The areas sensitive to cuts are
found using the same procedure. Store the coordinates in two independent data structures, one
for bridges and another for cuts, each one of them indexed by its defect size. Repeat this step
until all the range of defect sizes is exhausted.

Step 3.

For every defect size compute the total critical area enclosed in the set of coordinates found
above. The total critical area per defect size is the union of the areas of the individual
boundaries found in step 2. Notice, that the critical areas can overlap, hence the total critical
area is the union and not the sum of the area of each boundary.

From the procedure above it can be seen that only one layout extraction is necessary (steps 0, I) and also
that no matter how large the defect size is the identification of critical areas will always be found in a
linear time proportional to the number of susceptible sites, which in turn reflect the complexity of the
edge shrinkage
edge shrinkage
layout (step 2).
~

susc. site

critical area

critical area

BRIDGES

..~

CUTS

Figure 5. The critical areas for both bridges and cuts are found by shrinking the susceptibles sites
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4. EXTRACTION OF SUSCEPTIBLE SITES.
The susceptible sites for bridges contain all the necessary information to find the related critical areas.
That is, their boundaries represent in fact the edges of the associated patterns which can be joined by a
defect. Thus, it is no longer necessary to compare patterns in order to establish the critical area, and
neither is necessary to extract the layout for every distinct defect size. Fig. 6 shows an example of these
sites.
susceptible sites

...... -

_/
defects

Figure 6. Susceptible sites for bridges
The susceptible sites for cuts provide the correct magnitude of the pattern from which the critical area
can be found straightforwardly. For instance, a polygon with an "L" shape contains fOUT different
susceptible sites. If the sender terminals are on the top and lower right end of the "L", the susceptible
sites are as de pictured in Fig. 7a. If, on the other hand, the sender terminals are situated on the bottom
and left side then the susceptible sites are the ones shown in Fig. 7b.

( a )

( b )

Figure 7. Susceptible sites for cuts. (a) The sender terminals are on the top and lower right end. (b) The
sender terminals are on the bottom and left side.
Before extracting the susceptible sites we perform a layout preprocessing. It consists of converting
rectangles to polygons, and of assigning unique identification numbers to every polygon. For subsequent
processing the boundary of the polygons is decomposed in line segments. Each line segment inherits the
identification number of the polygon. We further classify the line segments in two types. The vertical (
horizontal) line segments at the bottom (left) of the polygon are of type BEGIN. and the ones at the top
(right) arc of type END. Each vertical line segment is specified by its x-coordinate and the y-values of
the lower and upper endpoints. Each horizontal line segment is similarly specified by its y-coordinate
and the x-values of its left and right endpoints. Finally, we store the horizontal and vertical line
segments in two different data structures.
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We use a scanline algorithm [10) to extract the susceptible sites. In each case we perform two opposite
layout sweeps: A bottom-up sweep that covers all the susceptible sites parallel to the scanline, and a
left-right sweep that encompasses all the sites parallel to this scanline. The top-down sweep, or
VERTICAL sweep, scans the horizontal line segments. The left-right sweep, or HORIZONTAL sweep,
the vertical ones. As the algorithms for finding susceptible sites for bridges and cuts are very similar the
explanation to follow is restricted to bridges. Later we mention the changes to mend the same algorithm
for cuts.
In each sweep a susceptible site is identified when a BEGIN line segment and an END line segment are
parallel and adjacent to each other. The susceptible sites have rectangular shape where the width is
defined by the intersection of the BEGIN and END line segments, and the length by the distance
between the two line segments. To cover possible bridges at the corners, we also find the line segments
immediately to the left and immediately to the right of the BEGIN line segment. When a susceptible site
is formed we label it as VERTICAL, or HORIZONTAL, depending on the sweep in which it was found.
An exception to this labeling is when the susceptible site was formed from a corner of the BEGIN line
segment. In this case we label the susceptible site as CORNER. The justification of labeling the
susceptible sites is because in step 2 we need to know what coordinates to shrink, either the abscissae or
the ordinates before we can deduce if a critical area is established. Since the critical areas tend to grow
as the defect size grows and thus to overlap each other, there is no need to look for more neighbour line
segments to form the susceptible sites. This effect of overlapping of critical areas is known as the
"proximity effect" [2).
Let P = { Pi 1, ... , Pi ,J be the set of polygon line segments in ascending y-order. M the order relation
of line segments soned in ascending x-order, and S a data structure to store the susceptible sites found.
The main loop of the algorithm sweeps a scanline through the set P. We use the data structure M to store
the END line segments ordered by their left-coordinates. Initially M is empty. Whenever a BEGIN line
segment is encountered during the sweep we check for intersections with the horizontal line segments in
M. We also look, in M, for the line segment immediately to the left (predecessor) and to the right
(successor) of the BEGIN line segment. The data structure M is updated in such a form that only the
intersected sections of the intersected line segment are deleted from M. If an intersection was found, a
new susceptible site is made and stored in the S data structure. The algorithm is directly applicable for
the venical sweep. For the horizontal sweep the coordinates have to be rotated 90 degrees clockwise.
That is, the lower coordinate of the venicalline segment becomes the left coordinate, the top coordinate
becomes the right one, and the x-value becomes the y-value. Whenever a susceptible site is formed in
this sweep the coordinates must be rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise in order to set the correct
orientation of the site. The algorithm for finding susceptible sites related to bridges is shown in Fig. 8.
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MAKE_ SI1E ( left, right, bottom, top ) creates a susceptible site with the given coordinates

M<--0

°

S<-predecessor = (2)

successor

= 12:1

FOREACH ( P; EP) {
IF ( P; .type = END )

!* for every edge of the polygon
!* if the edge type is END, insert
!* the edge in the M data structure

M<-- P;

ELSE {
FOREACH ( m; EM) {
IF ( m;. right < p; . left )

predecessor

= mj

IF ( m;. left> Pi . right ) {
successor =

mj

*'

*' *'*'

!* for every edge in M
!* determine the predecessor edge of
!* the polygon edge
!* determine the successor edge, and
!* exit the search

*'

BREAK

!* if the polygon edge intersects
!* the stored edge
"'

}

*'*'*'

*'

IF«Pi nm;);<0){

!* if the id' s of the edges are
!* different, make a susceptible site and
!* reinstall the nonintersected
!* sections of rhe retrieved edge
IF ( Pi .id ;< mi .id) {
S <--MAKE SITE (MAX (p. left, m; . left ),MIN (p; . right ,m. right),

*'*' *'

mi . top, Pi . bottom ,sweep)
M<-- mi - (minpi)
}

}

}

°)
°)

!* make possible susceptible sites at
!* rhe extremes of the polygon edge

IF (predecessor;<
S <-- MAKE_SITE (predecessor. right, Pi . left ,

*'*'

predecessor. top, p; . bottom ,CORNER)

IF (successor ;<
S <-- MAKE_SITE ( Pi . right ,successor. left,
successor. top, Pi . bottom ,CORNER)
}
}

Figure 8. Creation of susceptible sites for bridges
The extraction of susceptible sites for breaks is essentially the same except that in the algorithm the
END line segments are the ones that are stored in the data structure M, and instead of processing line
segments of different id's the id's must be the same. In some situations the algorithm will apparently
find the same critical region for both vertical and horizontal sweeps. This is because we assumed that
the "sender terminals" can be either vertical or horizontal. Recall from our example of Fig. 3 that a
simple conductor has two different critical regions and only one is in effect depending upon where the
"sender terminals" are situated. Since we are dealing with independent masks there is no way to know
the signal flow (left to right, top to bottom ?). That is why the both critical regions are created.
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S. CREATION AND COMPUTATION OF CRITICAL AREAS.

The task concerning the computation of critical areas is divided in two phases. Namely, creating the
boundary of the critical area for each defect size, and then computing the area enclosed in the boundary.
To simplify the terminology in the context of this paper we name the boundary of the critical area as
critical region, and the area enclosed in the boundary as critical area.
As we mentioned before, the susceptible sites are the potential places where a defect of any size can
cause a fault. The critical regions related to bridges are found by traversing the correponding susceptible
data structure. The edges of each susceptible site are shrinked by half of the defect size to test if the
critical region is established. When the site is labeled as: l)VERTICAL the abscissae are shrinked,
2)HORIZONTAL the ordinates are shrinked, and 3)CORNER both the ordinates and abscissae are
shrinked. In any case, if the shrinked edges overlap then the critical region is established. The areas
sensitive to cuts are found exactly in the same manner, except that the data structure traversed is the one
related to cuts.
An example will help to visualize the creation of critical areas. Let us first consider the case of critical
areas for bridges. Assume that we have two L shaped conductors, running parallel to each other, with
space s between them and that a defect of size s<x<L is placed among them. The susceptible sites for
blidges are identified as A and B. Susceptible site A was obtained in the vertical sweep, see Pig. 9a, thus
their abscissae are shrinked. Susceptible site B was obtained in the horizontal sweep, see Fig. 9b, hence
the ordinates are shrinked. The resulting critical regions are shown in Fig. 9c.
susceptible sites

(a )

critical area

( b )

Figure 9. Creating critical regions for bridges from their susceptible sites. (a) Susceptible sites from the
vertical sweep. (b) Susceptible sites from the horizontal sweep. (c) Critical regions formed.
Now let us consider the case of cuts for a conductor with also an L shape. Fig. lOa shows the
susceptible sites A and B which were extracted during the vertical sweep. Fig. I Db shows the suceptible
sites C and D extracted during the horizontal sweep. For the former sites the abscissae are shrinked and
for the latter sites the ordinates. Fig. lOe shows the critical areas for a defect of size w<x<L. Notice
that no critical area was established for the susceptible sites A and D. The reason is because the shrinked
edges for these sites do not overlap for the defect size.
If the defect size is of such a magnitude that it joints or cuts more patterns than the ones related in the
susceptible sites, the critical regions will still be found correctly because the shrinked edges overlap
also. This situation was previously mentioned as the proximity effect.
From this example it is seen that the critical regions are found straightforwardly from the susceptible
sites for any defect size. Thus, no matter how large the defect size is the critical regions are extracted in
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critical area

(a )

(c )

( b )

Figure 10. Creating critical regions for cuts from their susceptible sites. (a) Susceptible sites from the
vertical sweep. (b) Susceptible sites from the horiwntal sweep. (c) Critical regions formed.

a time proportional to the number of susceptible sites.
The algorithm developed to find the critical regions is the same for bridges and for cuts. However the
data structures used to store the critical regions must be independent, one for each type of fault. Let
S = {S 1, ... ,Sn} be the set of the susceptible sites in ascending y-order. The main loop of the algorithm
traverses the set S. Foreach susceptible site we check its label and then see if the critical region, for a
given defect size, is established by shrinking the appropriate edges. If a critical region is formed we
saved it in the data structure C indexed by the defect size. This procedure is repeated until the range of
defect sizes is exhausted. Worthnoticing is that each defect size has its unique critical regions in the
layout, and that in fact the critical regions compose a "critical mask" specifically for the defect size in
tum. The algorithm is shown in Fig. II (see page 12).
It would have been nice if it were possible to compute the critical area immediately after every "critical
region" was found just by finding the area of the rectangle. However this is not possible because the
critical areas tend to overlap and it is necessary to compensate the total critical area by subtracting the
area of even number of overlaps and by adding the area of odd number of overlaps, see Fig 12. This
implies book-keeping of overlaps and every time search for intersections. These kind of problems
belong to the area of computational geometry and for a vast number of examples the reader is referred to
[Ill. A simple way to overcome the bookkeping of intersections is to use once more a scanline
algorithm.
B

A

C

Area=A+B+CAnB-AnC-BnC+
AnBnC
Figure 12. Overlapping regions in the computation of critical areas
The algorithm runs a scanline from the bottom to the top of the critical mask, and computes the area of
all the rectangle's sections that lie between the previous scanline position and the current position. The
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FOREACH (defect_size) {
displace = defect_size 12
FOREACH ( Si ES) {
SWITCII ( Si .label) {
1I0RIZONTAL:
c. left = Si. right - displace
c. right = Si. left + displace
if ( c. left ,; c. right ) {
c. bottom = Si . bottom - displace
c. top = Sj. top + displace
Cldrfect_size J<--c

*'

*' *'
*' *'

!* for each defect size ...
!* calculate lIle magnitude lIlat lIle edges
!* of lIle susceptible sites have Lo be shrinked
!* depending upon in which sweep was
!* lIle susceptible site found take an aCLion
!* shrink the abscissae

*'

*' *'

!* if they intersect form a
!* critical region

}

BREAK
VERTICAL:
c. boltom :;:: Si . lOp - displace
c. top :;:: Sj . bottom + displace
if ( c. bottom'; c. top ) {
c. left = Si . left - displace
c. right = Si' right + displace
C[defect_size J<--c
}
BREAK
CORNER:
c. left
Si . right - displace
c. right = Si • left + displace
c. bottom = Si. top - displace
c. top = Si • bottom + displace
if ( c. left ,; c. right A c. bottom ,; c. top )
Crdefect_size J<--c
BREAK

=

!* shrink the ordinates

*'

*' *'

!* if they intersect form a
!* critical region

*'

*'

!* shrink the abscissae and
!* the ordinates
!* if the abscissae intersect
!* each other, and the ordinates also do
!* form a critical region

*'

*'

*'

}
}
}

Figure 11- Creation of critical regions
scan position is updated everytime that the top of a rectangle is found. The scanning stops when the top
of the critical mask is reached. We denote the bottom of a critical region as V_BEGIN and the top as
V_END. Let C = {CI, ... ,c,J be the set of line segments of the critical regions in ascending y-order.
M the order relation of line segments sorted in ascending x-order. The main loop of the algorithm
sweeps a scanline through the set C. We store the V_BEGIN line segments twice in the M data
structure. The first time ordered by their left coordinate, denoted as H_BEGIN, and the second time
ordered by their right coordinate, denoted as H_END. Initially M is empty. Whenever a V_END line
segment is found during the sweep we check if it is above the last scan position. If so, we proceed to
sweep the M data structure. We determine the width of the slice of area from every pair of line segments
in M. The length from the current y-value of the V_END line segment and the y-value of the first
horizontal line segment retrieved, or the y-value of the last scan position, whichever is applicable. An
auxiliary variable helps to discover if two or more rectangles overlap. Every time that a H_BEGIN
(H_END) line segment comes the variable is incremented (decremented). Thus, when the value of the
variable is zero it means that a new nonintersected rectangle comes. Every line segment retrieved from
M is deleted to update the data structure. The algorithm is presented in Fig. 13.

. 13 .

old_top

~

•=

top;::; _00
area;::; 0

FOREACH ( Ci EC[de!ect_size]) {
IF ( c, .type ~ BEGIN) {
M<-left )
M<-- c, ( right)

c, (

/* for every edge of the "critical rectangles ... "/
/* if the edge type is BEGIN insert it twice */
/* in the M data structure */

}

ELSE {
IF ( Ci. top >top) {
lOp;::;

Cj.

/* if the current edge is above the scan position ...

/* update the scan position */

top

nest ~ 0
EM) {
FOREACH (
IF (nest ~ 0) {

m,

bottom;::;

length

~

QO

width

~

/* for every horizontal edge */
/* if it is not intersected by other horizontal edge"/
/* reset the width and length *1

0

}

ELSE {
width ~ m, .key • last_key
length ~ top • boltom
area ~ area + length*width

/* calculate the new width
/* and length"/

*/

/* update the total area "/
}
last_key ~ m, .key
/* safe the last horizontal position */
bot/om ~ MIN (mi' boltom ,boltom )
/* update the bottom and "/
IF (bol/om<old_top)
/* clip it if necessary "/
bOl/om ~ old_top
IF ( mi .type ~ BEGIN)
/* if the horizontal edge is */
nest::;;: nest + 1
/*BEGIN increment the nesting*/
/*level,else,decrement it"/
ELSE
nest;;: nest - 1
/*update the last scan position"/
M ~ M • mi

*/

/*delete the horizontal edge" /

}

}

Figure 13. Computation of the critical areas
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6. SENSITIVITY, PROBABILITY OF FAILURE AND YIELD.
In order to predict the layout yield it is necessary to study the impact that the manufacturing conditions
will have on the layout. These analyses can be carried on analytically since the critical areas of the
layout can be extracted for a span of defect sizes as we showed in previous sections, and thus they are
known. The task of layout endurance analysis can be very fast and furthermore there is no need to recur
to Monte Carlo statistical simulations to obtain the yield. This results in computational effort savings
and a good response for online tasks. The layout sensitivity is defined as the ratio of the area where a
defect must be situated to introduce a fault to the total layout area.
-- I
= A crlllca

S (x)

Alayout

A sensitivity analysis reveals the endurance of the mask for different defect sizes, and it shows in fact
the cummulative probability that a mask will fail due to defect sizes less or equal to a predefined size.
However, the probability of occurrence of each defect size is different. Furthermore, the probability of
occurrence of very large defects is almost neglectable. Therefore the sensitivity analysis cannot reflect
what would happen to the layout in a real manufacturing environment whereas a layout probability of
failure analysis does. This layout probability of failure results from the probability that the layout will
fail due to a defect of a certain size and the probability that the defect will in fact occur in the
manufacturing conditions. For this reason it is necessary to characterize a defect size distribution.
Several analytical defect size distributions [I] [7] [9] that can do this have appear in the literature. We
adopted the one presented in [7] due to its flexibility of being adapted to real manufacturing conditions.
The distribution is expressed as:

= 0 Xmax < X
= _ _----"(q:L+:...:;l"---')(pL---'l::.-<.)_=r-

D (x)
K

Xpeak

p

Pi .. I

(q+p)-(q+l) ( - - )
Xmax
K = -----=(q-+-I'-)_ _

Pi = I

Xmax

1+ (q+I)ln(--)
Xpeak

We can express now the average POF as
max

<1>= fD(x)S(x)dx
mm

where min and max are the minimum and maximum defect sizes, respectively. The POF shows if given
the defect size distribution only one defect per defect size occurs. In manufacturing environments this is
unreal. A density of defects of all the sizes exists. Therefore in order to predict the layout yield it is
necessary to take into account this defect density. The number of faults is directly related to the number
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of defects that can appear. This can be expressed as

A = <1> * defect_density

* Alayout

where <1> is the average probability of failure and A layout is the area of the Ie.
The layout yield is the probability of manufacturing the artwork without faults. To compute yield it is
necessary to consider the spatial distribution of defects. Defect densities vary from wafer to wafer [18] ,
from region to region within the wafer, and even somtetimes tend to cluster in several wafer sections.
An accurate model that takes all these factors into account is presented in [14] and is the one we
incorporated in our system. The yield model is presented as
-1

y= (I+~A) ~

where ~ is the defect density clustering parameter.
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7. LAYOUT ANALYSIS.

We implemented a combinational function in three different layout styles, namely a Programmable
Logic Array (PLA), a Transistor Matrix (TM) [15], and a Standard Cells place and route approach
(STD) [16], see Fig. 14. The layouts are for an NMOS technology of 6Jlm of minimum resolution
features. Table I shows the total area and dimensions of each layout in (Jlm units).

( a )

( b )
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( c )

metal

noly

diffusion

Figure 14. (a)PLA. (b)TM. (c)STD
To give the reader a feeling of how the critical regions are displayed we show in Fig. 15 the poly layer
of the TM and its critical regions for bridges and cuts for defect sizes of 30Jl111 and l2ll-m respectively.
We analysed each layout for defects in the range from 1 to lOOll-m. The sensitivities for bridges and cuts
of each mask are shown in Figs. 16 and 17 respectively.
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TABLE 1. Layout dimensions
-.,-Ilorizol1l~11

Vertical Dim.

Layout
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PLA
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STD
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Figure 15. Critical regions are shown in black.(a)Bridges (b)Cuts.
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Figure 16. Layout Sensitivity for bridges

From the figures we can observe the following:

+ Metal Mask. ( BRIDGES) The TM is the best compromise for small defects in the range from 6 to
more or less 151lm. This is mainly because it is the smallest layout and thus the total critical area is
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less than the other ones. However as the defect size increases, the sensitivity raises with a steep
slope due to the fact that the metal mask is laid out in a very regular manner, and because the
spacing between lines is small. We can see that the PLA follows the same trend but with a less steep
slope, mainly due to a relaxed spacing between wires and also due to a less number of adjacent lines
which reduces the chances of a bridge among them. On the other hand the STD is the best
compromise for very large defects. The layout style is very relaxed, the four channels of metal wires
are laid out very apart from each other, and also notice the right top comer of the layout where there
is a big unutilized space.
+ Poly Mask ( BRIDGES). Once more the TM is the best for small defects ranging from 6 to 25jlm.
We can also see that even for large defects the mask is quite tolerant. The reason is because it
appears as a non-regular mask, wires are used mainly to form transistors and are used as
interconnectors only when it is necessary. The PLA shows a very regular patron and thus the
sensitivity raises with a steep slope. Notice that its sensitivity is almost twice as much compared to
TM. The crossing in the curves is because the TM's area is smaller. The STD exhibits a quasi
regular patron especially in the feed-throughs. This aspect is worthwhile noticing because one might
think that because of the large empty spaces it is more tolerant to small defects.

+ Diffusion Mask ( BRIDGES). The STD layout is in a column style. Almost all the patterns are
joined together and the space between columns is big. This is why the sensitivity is extremely low.
On the other hand, the style for the PLA is very regular but with a large distance between lines. The
TM is not regular however the compactness of the layout puts the lines closer. It is interesting to
notice these two aspects since the two effects seem to be equivalent from the sensitivity point of
view. The PLA appears to have a higher sensitivity because of the input and output buffers which
are not included in the TM. The slope is very slanted because even when the lines exhibit regularity
they are very interconnected, i.e. many U shapes, hence catastrophic bridges are less likely to
happen.

+ Metal Mask ( CUTS). In this case the PLA is the best compromise because its lines are wider than
in the other two layouts. Notice the crossing in the curves of the PLA and the STD. This is because
the channel's lines in the STD are very separated which reduces the chances of a defect cutting more
than one line at the same time, whereas in the PLA even when the lines are wider they are closer to
each other. The TM simply cannot tolerate large defects.
+ Poly Mask ( CUTS). The TM is the best compromise due to the scarce appearence of the lines.

The abrupt jump for defects in the range of 12 to ISjlm is a reflection of many square patterns in
which the critical area is twice as much, to be precise in the form of a cross as shown in Fig. 18. The
PLA shows again a steep slope due to the regularity in its layout. The STD proofs to be the best for
large defects due to the empty spaces.
+ Diffusion Mask( CUTS). In the STD approach the use of gates makes the ratio of the transistors

bigger in order to compensate delays. This results in wider patterns which are less likely to be cut by
small defects, a fact which is reflected in its sensitivity. The PLA's and TM's sensitivities are very
similar due to the reasons explained above.
The sensitivity analysis gives an insight of the way the masks are laid out. It reveals the endurance of
the masks for different defect sizes. However, the probability of occurrence of each defect size is not the
same. Furthermore, the probability that a defect of a very large size occurs is almost neglectable and
hence the sensitivity analysis cannot reflect what would happen to the layout in a manufacturing
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Figure l7. Layout sensitivity to cuts
environment, whereas the layout probability of failure (POF) does. We selected three different defect
size distributions, one for each mask ( in manufacturing lines the defect size distributions are seldom the
same for all the masks ), see Fig. 18. We made on purpose the distribution for the diffusion mask have a
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long tail for large defect sizes, the distribution for the poly mask to peak at defects larger than the
minimum resolution of 6 Ilm, and finally the one for the metal mask to represent a mature process.
Prob. Density Function
0.2
0.15

-METAL

0.1

....... DIFF

0.05

-POLY

o

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Defect Size in (urn)
Figure 18. Defect Size Distribution
The layout probability of failure for bridges and cuts is shown in Figs. 19 and 20.

+ Metal Mask ( BRIDGES). Something that is worthwhile noticing here is the similitude in the
POFs of the PLA and STD. It is customary to think that the larger the layout the more likely to fail.
In fact the curves show the contrary. The explanation to this is because the PLA uses long lines in a
very uniform patron even when sometimes they are used to connect just one transistor. This sty Ie
increases the risk of catching unnecessary defects along the lines. The STD uses the lines also to
interconnect, however they are not in a regular style and furthermore there are many empty spaces
among them. The right shift in the curve of the TM, with respect to the other two, confirms its
safeness for small defects. Although for large defects it is quite unreliable.

+ Poly Mask ( BRIDGES). A remarkable aspect is that the occurrence of defects in the size range
from 15 to 30~m seems not to affect drastically the TM despite that the defect size distribution
peaks at 101lm. Once more, the regularity in the PLA is its major drawback. The STD with its empty
spaces is more reliable to large defect sizes.
+ Metal Mask ( CUTS). Since the probability of having large defects is very small the PLA proofs
to be the safest design with its wide lines. The STD and the TM are very similar due to the fact that
their lines are narrow (6Ilm). The TM shows a higher POF because the lines are laid out uniformly
and because of ihe compactness of the layout.

+ Poly Mask ( CUTS). The scarcity in the lines of the TM and the quasi-regular lines of the STD
results in two layout styles which have more or less the same probability of failure, although for
small defect sizes the TM is better. The PLA has once again the highest POF.
+ Diffusion Mask ( BRIDGES & CUTS). We can see here the dramatic differences in layout style
reliabilities when they are not correctly "tuned" for a defect environment in a manufacturing line.
Notice that eventhough the probability of occurence of large defects is big the STD style remains
atonishing low whereas for the PLA and the TM is very high.

The layout probability of failure shows what would happen if given a defect size distribution only one
defect for each defect size occurs. The next step in the analysis is to find the expected layout yield for a
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Figure 19. Layout Probability of Failure (PDF) for bridges
defect density. We averaged the probability of failure for defect sizes of IJ.lm to 100J.lm and simulated
the yield for defect densities varying from 1 to 10000 defects per square centimeter with ~ equal to 1.11.
The results obtained are shown in Fig. 21 and the curves speak for themselves.
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Figure 20. Layout Probability of failure (pOF) for cuts
The total layout yield is presented in Fig. 22. One remarkable conclusion is that the largest layout is not
always the most likely to fail, as it is depictured in the figure. On the other hand, regular layouts, like the
PLA are not always very reliable. This aspect should be taken into account since PLAs are frequently
used in controllers and these modules play an important role in many designs.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
The significance of the critical areas is relevant to the study of layout yield. We presented a system
capable of finding the critical areas in complex layouts. Unlikely to statistical Monte Carlo simulations
the implementation is based purely on the geometry of the patterns. Two properties that distinguish our
approach are that the critical areas for any range of defect sizes can be found by doing just one layout
extraction, and that the critical areas can be displayed on the screen. These features ease the design
verification task and allow to highlight the "weakest" portions of Ie artwork. An exhaustive analysis of
three different layout styles was carried on to compare their endurance in a manufacturing environment.
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1. USER's MANUAL.
LASER (LAyout Sensitivity ExploreR) is a system for IC layout yield prediction due to
catastrophic spot defects. The system finds interactively the critical regions susceptible to
local deformations, and computes also the layout sensitivity. The user can adjust the
defect size distribution ( according to the manufacturing environments) in order to find
the probability of failure of the artwork. Once that the POF is found the yield of the
artwork for a span of defect densisities (in number of defects per cm2) can be computed.
Defect clustering can also be taken into account.
1.1 USER INTERFACE.
LASER assumes that the current directory contains the layouts to be analysed. Each
mask in the layout is treated independently of the others and defects are modelled as
squares.
-

MOUSE INTERFACE. LASER is a highly interactive system that makes use of
mouse based interface systems. The left button of the mouse is used to point at any of
the options in the menus. If the system is in "critical mode" it increments the defect
size and the critical regions are displayed onscreen. In this mode the middle button is
used to decrement the defect size. The right most button is used to exit the system by
clicking it twice.

-

INPUT FORMAT. The input to LASER consists of files describing the layout
masks. The layouts are for a Manhattan type of geometry and the layouts have to be
fiat, i.e. no hierarchy is allowed. The format is as follows.
<mask_name> xl x2 yl y2
where
mask_name is the name of the mask
xl ,x2,yl ,y2 are the coordinates of the mask pattern
The file's name must be
<file_name>.crt

-

ERROR REPORT. If there were errors in the input file, LASER generates a file
containing information of these errors, i.e. that x2 was less than x I, etc. The name of
this file is
laser.error
Mistakes committed during the session are reported in the "interface line" (at the
bottom of the screen), examples of these mistakes are that a mask was attempted to
be selected without first selecting the layout.

-

INVOCATION. LASER has a configure file that presets:
+ the minimum defect size
+ defect size step
+ colors of each one of the masks
The name of this file is laser.tech and the syntax is as follows:
min_size = CONSTANT
step_size = CONSTANT
masks = type I masks
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type
=(R,G,B) mask_name
where R,G,B, identify the maximum amount of red (R), green (G), blue (B). This file
has to exist prior to invoking LASER. LASER assumes that the technology file is in
the current directory if it is not specified in the invocation. To start LASER type
critical [technology_file] <CR>
-

SCREEN ORGANIZATION. The "menu area", to the left, is used to select any of
the menu's options. The "interface line", at the bottom is used by LASER to display
messages and to capture input data for the analysis. The "display area" is the section
where the layout is displayed and also where the results of any of the analysis
performed are projected.
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2. MAIN OPTIONS.
This is the main menu of the system. From here it is possible to select a layout and the
mask to be analysed, to carry on an analysis, to put the system in "critical mode", to
make viewing operations, like zoom, and to hardcopy the "display area".
LASER works in two modes, "passive mode" which allows to view the layout, and
"critical mode" that allows to find the catastrophic regions due to different defect sizes.

l..II VOUT SEHSJffVfTY EXPLORER
~t:"

••

I~

.....

Figure 1. Main options of the system
LAYOUT. This option allows to select any new layout for analysis. Every time that a
new layout is selected the system is reset to "passive mode" and any analysis
previously computed is lost.
MASK. This option allows to select any of the masks of the previously selected
layout. Every time that a new mask is selected the system is reset to passive mode.
-

VIEW. This allows to do zoomming operations on the layout.

-

HARDCOPY. This option is used to make a hardcopy of the display area. LASER
creates a postscript file called "laser.print" that the user can spool to the printer.

-

ANALYSIS. This option allows to analyse the mask and its local deformations such
as sensitivity, probability of failure and yield.

-

BRIDGE or CUT. These items put the system in "critical mode". Before changing
the system's mode the layout mask has to be selected. When the mask is selected for
the first time a message "Processing susceptible sites" appears to indicate that
LASER is collecting all the places where faults can occur. When the system is ready
the critical regions can be displayed on screen by clicking the left button. The critical
regions are displayed in white and any intersections with the original mask are shown
in cyan. Every critical region displayed corresponds to the defect size in turn. The
defect size can be incremented by clicking the left button of the mouse, and
decremented by clicking the middle button. The defect size increment is equal to the
step size indicated in the technology file.
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3. LAYOUT.
This option selects any of the layouts existing in the current directory. To pick up one
layout, move the cursor to its name and click the left button of the mouse. A message
"Reading layout" appears to indicated that the system is constructing the layout. If there
are more layouts than the ones that are displayed move the cursor to the I option and click
the left button of the mouse. To go back to the previous frame click in the I option. To go
to the main menu click the left button anywhere in the "display area".

Figure 2. Selection of layouts
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4. MASK.
This option selects any of the masks existing in the current layout. To pick up one mask,
move the cursor to its name and click the left button of the mouse. If there are more
masks than the ones that are displayed move the cursor to the I option and click the left
button of the mouse. To go back to the previous frame of masks click in the I option. To
go to the main menu click the left button anywhere in the "display area".

"'

Figure 3. Selection of masks
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5. VIEW.
This menu allows to zoom-in, and zoom-out the layout (mask). Also if it is not necessary
to analyse the whole layout it can be bounded in this menu. If the layout is not bounded,
when going back to the main menu the display area will show again the original layout
(or mask).

...

Figure 4. View menu
ZOOM-IN This option allows to zoom-in the layout (or mask). A cross at the top left
comer of the screen appears. Move the cross to the layout and click the left button. A
rubberbox appears. Extend the box up to where the zoom operation is desired and
then click the left button. LASER will show the section of the layout enclosed in the
rubberbox in its entire display area.
-

ZOOM-OUT This option allows to zoom-out the layout (or mask). A cross at the top
left comer of the screen appears. Move the cross to the layout and click the left
button. A rubberbox appears. LASER calculates a demagnifying factor equal to the
extensions of the layout boundaries divided by the extension of the rubberbox. The
display area shows the layout demagnified.

-

SHIFT This option allows to move the layout from its original position in the display
area. A cross appears at the top left comer of the screen. The shifting is calculated by
how much is the cross displaced from the center of the layout. If the cross is placed to
the right of the layout, the layout is moved to the right. The same applied for left, up
and down.

-

RESET If any zoom or shift operations were performed, by clicking in this option
the layout or mask that was initially active before entering this menu is redisplayed.

-

BOUND This option allows to bound the layout to any section previously zoomed-in.
Only layouts can be bounded, masks not. A message "Bounding layout" appears to
indicate that the operation is carried on.
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6. ANALYSIS
This menu allows to analyse the sensitivity, probability of failure and the yield of the
layout. Any analysis will be performed up to the current defect size (obtained by clicking
the left or right mouse buttons) when the system was in "critical mode". To select any of
the options of this menu move the cursor to the option area and then click the left button.
To go back to the previous menu click the left button anywhere in the "display area".
When LASER asks for data only the numbers, CR, Backspace, "." and the "-" sign are
enabled. To indicate to LASER that the data is ready type <CR> .
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Figure 5. Options for analysis
SIZE DISTRIBUTION This option allows to set the defect size distribution
according to three parameters: 1) the defect peak size, 2) "p" the monotonously
incrementing part of the distribution, and 3) "q" the monotonously decrementing part
of the distribution. For details of this distribution refer to the technical section 6 of
the report. LASER asks one parameter at the time in the interface line. The data is
also captured in this line. The distribution shown is the pdf of defects.
SENSITIVITY. LASER computes the sensitivity of which either mode BRIDGE or
CUT was active.
FAILURE PROBABILITY. Once that the defect size distribution and the
sensitivity are computed the probability of failure can be found. If any of the
sensitivity or defect size distribution is not previously computed LASER will report
so.
-

YIELD In order to calculate the yield the sensitivity, defect size distribution and
probability of failure have to be computed. The yield is calculated according to three
parameters: l)minimum defect density, 2) maximum defect density, and 3)defect
cluster parameter. The densities have to be given in number of defects per cm2.
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7. DIAGNOSTICS AND TROUBLESHOOTING
There are basically two types of diagnostics. One is referred as user diagnostics and it
concerns all the interface messages between the user and LASER. The other types of
diagnostics are referred as system diagnostics. These messages deal with the internal
programming of LASER such as to allocate memory space for layout structures, or to
search for layout files, etc. The latter type of diagnostics appears only when there are
conflicts between LASER and the operating system.

7.1 USER DIAGNOSTICS
The following are the error messages displayed by LASER. A brief explanation of its
meaning is given. These messages appear as a result of an incorrect usage of the features
of LASER. Their interpretation during the session is straightforward.
Layout file is corrupted, check 'laser.errors' for errors ...
The input data of the layout file contained errors.
Select first the mask
An attempt to put the system in critical mode was done. The system is in
critical mode only when the mask is known
Layout has not been selected
An attempt to pick up a mask without previously selecting the layout.
Mode has not been selected
An attempt to display the critical regions was made. Select first the mode:
BRIDGES or CUTS.
Nothing to be hardcopied
No layout has been selected to be analyzed, thus there is nothing to be
copied.
Only entire layouts can be bounded
An attempt to bound a single mask was done.
Defect size is undefined
An attempt to find the defect size distribution was done. Find first the critical
regions up to the defect size for what you want to compute the defect size
ditribution.
Critical regions have not been formed
The system cannot compute the sensitivity without that the user finds the
critical regions first.
Sensitivity undefined
Compute first the sensitivity and then find the probability of failure.
Probability of failure is undefined
Compute first the probability of failure before trying to compute the yield.

7.2 SYSTEM DIAGNOSTICS
The following are the messages that can appear as a consequence of a conflict between
LASER and the operating system. They appear as
[SYSXXjMessage
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where XX is the number of the message, and Message is a short legend of the problem. If
any of these messages appears
1. check ownership of directories
2. check that the directories are accesible
3. check that the files are readable
4. check that the files are writable
5. check that there is enough memory usage space
6. consult with your system manager for help
The diagnostics are:
1. Cannot allocate space to plot the defect size.
2. Cannot open file "laser.print".
3. Cannot allocate space to plot the defect density.
4. Cannot allocate space to create the layout.
5. Cannot open the layout file.
6. Cannot allocate space to save the critical regions for bridges.
7. Cannot allocate space to save the critical regions for cuts.
8. Cannot reallocate space to save the critical regions for bridges.
9. Cannot reallocate space to save the critical regions for cuts.
10. Cannot allocate space to save the critical areas for bridges.
11. Cannot allocate space to save the critical areas for cuts.
12. Cannot allocate space to save the layout probability offailure (POF).
13. Cannot allocate space to save the defect size for the layout PDF.
14. Cannot initialize data structure (binary trees).
15. Cannot insert member in the binary tree.
16. Cannot allocate space to save the sensitivity to bridges.
17. Cannot allocate space to save the sensitivity to cuts.
18. Cannot allocate space to save the defect size for the defect size distr.
19. Cannot allocate space to save the defect size distribution.
20. Cannot allocate space to create susceptible sites.
21. Cannot allocate space to initialize the colors of the layers
22. Cannot allocate space to display the set of layers on screen.
23. Cannot allocate space to save the layers found in the tech file.
24. Cannot allocate space to perform the horizontal sweep of the layout
25. Cannot allocate space to perform the vertical sweep of the layout
26. Cannot allocate space to save the defect density.
27. Cannot allocate space to save the yield
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